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DOWNTOWN STREETS: COMMERCE STREET 

(ST. MARY’S STREET TO SANTA ROSA) 

 (RFCSP: TCI092418RR) 

 

AMENDMENT #7 
November 13, 2018 

 

Amendment # 7 comprises of a clarification to the RFCSP and an answer to a written question.   

 
1. For the capture of miscellaneous traffic signal work, would the COSA please consider adding Pay Item 680? 

Response: Yes, Bid Item 680 will be added and included in the Plans and Unit Pricing Form 

2. Will the COSA maintain responsibility for the operation of existing signals during the construction phases?  If 

not, please consider adding pay item 681 for Temporary Traffic Signals. 

Response: No, Pay Item 681 will be included in the Plans and Unit Pricing Form 

3. Existing signal equipment at intersections will need to be removed.  Please add a pay item to provide for the 

salvage/removal of signal equipment. 

Response: Pay items will be added for signal equipment removal. 

4. Pay Item 688.2 and 688.3 for pedestrian push buttons appear to be a duplication.  If so, which pedestrian push 

button is preferred? 

Response: Audible push buttons are preferred; plans and Unit Pricing form will be updated to eliminate Item 

688.2.  

5. Pay Item 695.2 appears to only need a quantity of 6 selectors to provide for the 10 detectors noted.  Please verify. 

Response: Quantity for Item 695.2 should be 6 plans and Unit Pricing Form updated. 

6. Will wireless interconnect be needed? 

Response: No, CoSA will be responsible for interconnect.  

7. Note 2 in the traffic signal layout sheets denotes the need to update “ALL EXISTING POLES”.  Does this 

include the pedestrian pole assemblies and other non-signal related poles, e.g. CPS illumination poles? 

Response: Not applicable any longer; Note 2 will be revised. 

8. For the painting requested in Note 2, would you please provide a pay item for the painting of these existing 

poles.   

Response: Not applicable any longer; Note 2 will be revised.  

9. For the painting requested in Note 2, is there a process/specification for the cor 10 paint method the COSA will 

find acceptable? 

Response: Not applicable any longer; Note 2 will be revised. 

10. The COSA is to install CCTV cameras.  Will the COSA also install the needed cabling? 

Response: Plans will be updated. PTZ cameras will need to be installed as per plans. 

11. Will trench safety be required for placing of planting soil and gravel sumps? 

Response: No, Details will be updated to show less than 5’ trenches. Construction safety will be the 

responsibility of the Contractor. 

12. Root barrier is paid as 24” by the linear foot, how is the 18” and 36” paid for? 

Response: All “Root Barriers” are at 24” height installed per plans. Reference Detail Sheets DT 1.01, DT 1.09, 

DT 1.10 and DT 1.11. 

13. How is the 12” x 3’ gravel sumps paid for? 

Response: They are considered subsidiary to the planting of the 6” caliper trees and larger within the project. 

I. QUESTIONS AND CLARIFICATION TO RFCSP 
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14. How is the decomposed granite and steel edging per detail 1 on sheet DT 1.10 paid for? 

Response: See revised DT 1.10 notes that eliminate decomposed granite mulch. 

15. Need additional information for the VIA Informational Kiosk price per VIA Metropolitan Transit. 

Response: Discussed with VIA; The route information Kiosk to be supplied by VIA is eliminated from the 

project. 

16. Answer to question 29 from addendum 2 states various conduits can be installed “out of phase”. With this “out of 

phase” work, will contractor be held to Note D on sheet 16? If not, then what conditions must be met in lieu of 

said requirement? 

Response: Yes it will, but it does not mean that “out of phase” work will not be allowed. For any “out of phase” 

work; CoSA will still require written summary from Contractor on the affects to the traffic, construction phasing, 

bid items, schedule, etc. 

17. Answer to question 30 from addendum 2 states landscaping can be installed “out of phase”. Answer to question 

61 from addendum 4 specifies the scope of “all work” to be completed before moving onto a succeeding segment 

(including lighting).  

a. The previous answers are conflicting as the lighting cannot be completed out of phase whereas the 

landscaping can, which will affect instances in which the trees contain lighting. Is it the intent to have all 

trees with lighting completed before going to the next phase and/or segment? 

Response: The intent is to not have to not cut through brand new constructed pavement or sidewalk 

materials. If lighting can be phased later, it will be allowed as long as Contractor provides a summary on 

the affects to the traffic, construction phasing, bid items, schedule, etc. 

Or 

b. Will lighting also be allowed to be completed out of phase?  

Response: For any “out of phase” work; CoSA will still require written summary from Contractor on the 

affects to the traffic, construction phasing, bid items, schedule, etc. 

c. If landscaping is working out of phase, will contractor need to provide TCP per Note D on Sheet 16? If 

not, what standard, if any, can be utilized?  

Response: For any “out of phase” work; CoSA will still require written summary from Contractor on the 

affects to the traffic, construction phasing, bid items, schedule, etc. 

18. Sheet 16 contains a new note (Note AA) which states “all ITSD is to be completed from 113+70 to 121+37… 

prior to any excavation east of 113+70…”  

a. Does this note intend to dictate the sequence of all utilities in Phase 0 that the ITSD work is to be 

completed first? 

Response: NO IT DOES NOT.  Utility work can run concurrent however the existing ITSD 

infrastructure between stations 113+70 and 121+37 must be physically located by potholing and must be 

preserved at all times during construction until it can be properly abandoned.  The existing ITSD fiber is 

a critical component of COSA communications and flood control operations on the SA River.  This 

existing infrastructure CANNOT be damaged and/or taken out of service at any time during construction. 

b. Does this include priority over sewer, water, and/or gas? 

Response: No 

19. Referencing Sheet 224, irrigation services in Phase 2 (STA +/- 103+79) won’t be available for Phase 1 

landscaping & watering.  

a. Will temporary watering using existing fire hydrants available in Phase 1 be accepted until the Phase 2 

irrigation service is installed?  

Response: Response: Yes, Contractor must coordinate and receives approval from SAWS. A temporary 

meter will probably be required. Contractor will be responsible. Contractor will be responsible for 

compliance with irrigation plans and specifications for pressure testing requirements. 

20. Referencing all addendum changes in the entire bid set (plans, proposal, bid tab, etc.), can the changes be clouded 

or documented on the plan sheets, bid form, proposal, et cetera? If not, can an additional document/narrative be 

provided describing the changes? Can the most recent bid tab show the most recent addendum somewhere on 

each page? 

Response: Upcoming changes/amendments to the Unit Pricing Form will be labeled for clarity. Plan sheets will 

not be clouded; just replaced the sheet as Amendments occur. The summary of the changes can be deciphered by 

the Responses to the Questions.   

21. In lieu of water barrier (with or without fencing), can low profile concrete barrier be utilized (with or without 

fencing)? 

Response: Yes, LPCB used must be able to include fencing as required.  
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22. Please provide the geotechnical report in reference to the Commerce Street project. 

Response: Yes, as stated on Question 4 of Amendment #4. Available upon request. 

23. Between the City and contractor, how will public engagement and communication be handled and who will be 

responsible? If contractor, how will this be paid? 

Response: CoSA will have a Public Involvement Officer assigned to the project. This does not eliminate 

Contractor’s responsibilities to communicate/notify property owners along project on changes/affects to 

entrances/driveways/etc. No separate pay item. 

24. City assesses liquidated damages for running over contract time. Given time is of the essence for the City, will 

there be any early completion incentive payment? 

Response: There are no incentives associated with this project. 

25. Given existing manholes, valves, radii, and generally tight working conditions, will the City allow placement of 

the 1st lift of TY B to be blade laid? 

Response: Type B Asphaltic Concrete should be placed per COSA Specification item 205. 

26. Will the City provide office space for inspector given proximity to City offices? 

Response: No 

27. Can the City provide a specification detailing color, pattern, exact locations, and placement procedures for the 

polymer overlay? 

Response: See Specification: Division 3 “Surfaced Applied Colored Concrete Cementitious Overlay” 03301-03. 

See Plant Notes. Ref. Sheets SL 1.11, SL 1.12, SL 1.15, SL 1.16, and DT 1.19. Patterns are to duplicate the new 

brick pavers, the limestone pavers, and a stamping mould is to be made of sugar loaf sandstone. 

28. In anticipation of underground conflicts, will the City provide an alternate drilled shaft detail? 

Response: If need arises during construction; alternate drilled shaft details will be investigated. 

29. Are there any additional known or anticipated design revisions? 

Response: None known or anticipated. 

30. Has the landscape architect confirmed availability of specified trees, shrubs, and plants? 

Response: Availability has been confirmed see previous Amendments for time line, section, and approval 

process. It is the responsibility of the contractor to locate the specified plant material prior to bidding the project 

and purchase the inspected and approved material within 60 days of the notice to proceed for the project. The 

Landscape Architect is not responsible for locating specified plant material for the contractor to purchase. 

31. Pay item is provided for off duty officers yet general notes say they are to be part of barricades and traffic 

control. Please confirm when this item is paid to contractor vs when it is deemed subsidiary by City inspections. 

Response: Off Duty Officers required for 1-lane 2-way traffic control will be paid for as part of Barricades and 

Traffic Handling. Off Duty Officers required by City Engineer outside of or in addition to TCP standards will be 

paid for per unit price negotiated. 

32. Is the specified 332 controller cabinet a standard or stretch cabinet? If the latter, please provide foundation details 

to accommodate the stretch cabinet. 

Response: The preferred cabinet is the 332 standard cabinet. 

33. Will there be external CPS disconnects in electrical services? 

Response: No, there are internal CPS disconnects as part of electrical service cabinet 

34. Has the City requested addresses and initiated service applications? 

Response: No, as part of Pay Item 680 (to be included) it will be Contractor’s responsibility. 

35. Has CPS electrical approved service and panel details/locations? 

Response: Yes 

36. Can the City confirm the rack type in controller with CoSA Traffic preferences? Has Marc Jacobson’s team 

reviewed and completely approved the signal plans? 

Response: Rack Type per CoSA Specification item 615.  Battery Back Up Cabinet is per Special Specification 

item 633.  (Attached ) 

37. Answer to question 11 from addendum 4 indicates SARA will not be completed with their portion of work on 

Commerce until October 2019. Answer to question 35 from addendum 4 requests that any street closure of 

Laredo requires a revised TCP to be submitted by the contractor. The City has previously stated that its intention 

is to start the Commerce Street project February/March of 2019.  

 

a. If Commerce is to be closed until October 2019, what TCP will contractor utilize with ongoing SARA 

construction? 

Response: Future TCP transitions with San Pedro Creek (SPC) will have to be coordinated with them at 

that time.  
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b. Can a TCP be provided showing work zones available west of the SARA work? 

Response: Areas/zones are shown in the plans. 

38. Answer to question 67 from addendum 4 states to see question 61 from addendum 4. The answer to question 61 

does not adequately answer question 67. The centerline of Flores street is the dividing line between segment 1 

and 2. Essentially, half of the signals on Flores street are located in segment 1 and the other half are located in 

segment 2. In order to complete the Flores Street signals, segment 1 and segment 2 must be worked on 

concurrently, which doesn’t satisfy the requirement of completing “all work” In a segment before moving onto 

the next. Please advise. 

Response: “Out of phase” work will be allowed; but CoSA will still require written summary from Contractor on 

the affects to the traffic, construction phasing, bid items, schedule, etc. 

39. Answer to question 1 from addendum 4 is not adequate. Can we get an engineer’s estimate (total dollar amount) 

for each of the following components:  

a. COSA Base Bid  

b. COSA Alternate 

c. SAWS Water 

d. SAWS Sewer 

e. CPS 

Response: No, a Total project budget was provided as part of the RFCSP. 

40. Answer to question 34 from addendum 4 states that pay item has been revised. The item remains unchanged on 

the addendum 4 bid tab, with 438 LF for 16” steel. Please revise the bid tab. 

Response: Unit Pricing Form will be updated 

41. Answer to question 37 from addendum 4 states stopple is a pay item on the bid tab. Which pay item on the bid 

tab does stopple relate to? 

Response: Unit Pricing Form will be updated 

42. Answer to question 38 from addendum 4 states services and sizes were revised. Neither addendum 2 nor 

addendum 4 incorporated these changes. Can the requested changes be added to the bid form? 

Response: Unit Pricing Form will be updated 

43. Answer to question 43 from addendum 4 states that a pay item for flowable fill was revised in the addendum 2 

bid tab. No such pay item exists – can flowable fill please be added to the bid tab? 

Response: Unit Pricing Form will be updated 

44. Answer to question 45 from addendum 4 states that the Cathodic Protection Test Lead Boxes have been excluded 

from the bid tab, yet the item still remains. Please adjust this item per addendums 2 and 4. 

Response: Unit Pricing Form will be updated 

45. Answer to question 59 from addendum 4 states that a bid item will be added for work shown on DT 1.08 (work 

to patch, grout, and color bridge railing).  

a. Please identify the pay item in the bid form related to this scope of work. 

Response: As stated on DT 1.08; Bid Item is 429-6030 by LF. 

b. Please provide the coinciding specification related to this scope of work.  

Scope of Work is detailed on DT 1.08. 

46. Sheet 99 STA 117+84 to 118+58 shows operation as milling out +/- 2” of concrete from the bridge and replacing 

with “chromix autumn beige 0288”. Sheet 118 shows to “mill and overlay”. Sheet 232A shows +/- 2 ½” of 

internal color concrete overlay.  

a. Please verify which option contractor is to bid. 

Response: Sheet 99 and 118 are regarding the bridge roadway width. There is an asphalt overlay(s) on 

the existing bridge deck that will need to be milled and overlayed with new asphalt. Asphalt color 

requirement has been removed. We are not milling 2” of concrete from the bridge deck. Sheet 232A is 

the milling of the concrete sidewalks over the bridge at +/- 2 ½”. 

b. If concrete option is requested, this section will be completed in two pours per the phasing (one in phase 

5 and the other in phase 6). Variations in concrete color may occur at cold joint.  

Response: See response to a.  

 

47. Answer to question 7 from addendum 4 states that “Numerous archeological related delays of 3 days or less on a 

single task may be compensated for lost time”. What does that City define as a “single task”? 

Response: To be determined during construction by City Engineer. 
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48. Please advise to the required mix design for the bridge detailed on Sheet 232A.

Response: Detail sheet 118 updated with mix requirements. Detailed mix design to be supplied by the Contractor

selected Concrete Supplier and submitted for approval.

49. Several Item numbers listed under the CoSA June 2008 Specifications are not under the project manual or the

specified San Antonio specifications (for example: items with numbers that contain 4 figures or higher). Will

these be provided by TCI?

Response: Items with 4 figures are TxDOT items and can be found on TxDOT specifications.

50. Item "J - VIA Informational Kiosk" calls for "Material and Installation cost to be provided by contractor" but

there are no details or specifications provided. The VIA representative is also not aware of these items. Will

CoSA be supplying the Kiosk or will specs and details be provided?

Response: Response: Discussed with VIA; Information Kiosk will be eliminated from the project plans.

51. On the north east corner of sheet SL 1.06, the sidewalk that meets the matchline is shown as Item "A - Paver

Oklahoma Sugarloaf". On the northwest corner of sheet SL 1.07 the sidewalk that meets the matchline is shown

as Item "B - Pavers Limestone Leuders". Which of these two is correct?

Response: Plan sheet updated and attached.

52. On the north east corner of sheet SL 1.11, the sidewalk that meets the matchline is shown as Item "BY - Pavers

Limestone Leuders/Polymerized Cementitous Layer". On the northwest corner of sheet SL 1.12 the sidewalk that

meets the matchline is shown as Item "CY - Paver Brick/Polymerized Cementitous Layer". Which of these two is

correct?

Response: Plan sheet updated and attached.

53. On the north east corner of sheet SL 1.14, the sidewalk that meets the matchline is shown as both Items "A -

Paver Oklahoma Sugarloaf" and "C - Paver Brick". On the northwest corner of sheet SL 1.15 the sidewalk that

meets the matchline is shown as both Items "A - Paver Oklahoma Sugarloaf" and "B - Pavers Limestone

Leuders". Which of these is correct?

Response: Plan sheet updated and attached.

54. TCP/Phase Narrative identifies 10 phases to be completed within the 480 calendar day duration. The way the

phasing is currently configure this is not enough time.  Will COSA allow the contractor to work out of sequence

in multiple phases in order to achieve the 480 day schedule?

Response: A schedule will be provided to the selected Contractor.

55. Will the contractor be required to provide vibration monitoring of adjacent structures during the sequence of

construction?  If so how will it be paid for?

Response: The Contractor may provide vibration monitoring at their own expense.

56. Item 9002 Site Cleaning is shown as 1 lump sum on the unit price form. The project manual says the item is

measured by the 100-ft station. What is the correct measurement for payment on this item?

Response: 100-ft station site is the correct measurement. Unit Pricing Form will be updated.

57. Due to the unknown frequency of "Site Cleaning", would COSA allow for this item to be measured and paid

under Force Account instead of Lump Sum?

Response: No, Site Cleaning will be paid for by 100-station as per the Project Manual. Unit Pricing Form will be

updated.

58. What is the estimated lime percentage for this project? The Unit Price Form shows only 11 tons for 8,076 SY

Response: Lime percentage is estimated at 7%. The quantity in the plans and Unit Price Form have been updated.

59. Plans call for retrofitting of existing San Antonio Bridge Rail.  There is no item for this.  Where will it be paid

for?

Response: There is a pay item for this work. See Unit Pricing Form and DT 1.08 Note 6 for identification of item

426-6030.

60. Is the CRCP Base Bid and Alternate to be included in the Total Sum?  Or are we to only include the lessor of the

two in the Total Sum?

Response: Base Bid will include CRCP colored and Alternate will include CRCP non-colored.

61. Is the roadway paving required to be placed w a paving machine?

Response: Yes, per CoSA Specification Item 205

No other items, dates, or deadlines for this RFCSP are changed. 

END OF AMENDMENT 7 

See revised unit pricing form - "Form 6 - Unit Pricing Form - Per Amendment 7"


